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Abstract
It is well known that text-based passwords are hard to
remember and that users prefer simple (and non-secure)
passwords. However, despite extensive research on the
topic, no principled account exists for explaining when a
password will be forgotten. This paper contributes new
data and a set of analyses building on the ecological theory of memory and forgetting. We propose that human
memory naturally adapts according to an estimate of how
often a password will be needed, such that often used,
important passwords are less likely to be forgotten. We
derive models for login duration and odds of recall as a
function of rate of use and number of uses thus far. The
models achieved a root-mean-square error (RMSE) of 1.8
seconds for login duration and 0.09 for recall odds for
data collected in a month-long field experiment where frequency of password use was controlled. The theory and
data shed new light on password management, account
usage, password security and memorability.

1

Introduction

This paper contributes to understanding the security of
text-based passwords, the most prevalent method of authentication [43]. This paper builds on an ecological theory [10] of human memory to address the well-known tension between the security of a password and its usability.
For example, common password creation guidelines predominantly focus on security objectives, yet users are reluctant to invest adequate effort in creating passwords that
meet these criteria [47]. A large proportion of real-world
passwords are weak and easy for attackers to guess [14].
Further, when a password is hard to remember, users
may resort to practices that compromise security, such
as reusing passwords [26]. Password managers have not
solved this issue [2]. For example, one study suggested
that the prevalence of password managers for text-based
passwords is only at one percent [44]. The reasons users

reported not adopting password managers include concerns about security, trust issues in vendors, uncertainty
on software functions, limited support for web applications, and the fear of losing control of passwords [2].
Improving password memorability and usability is a worthy endeavor because password forgetting can even be
associated with significant financial losses with password
resets [76, 55].
At the core of the memorability–security issue is the
psychological question why people remember some passwords and forget others. The key issue is forgetting: we
need to understand why users are at times unable to remember passwords and unwilling to invest in creating
complex passwords. Although one may understand system security as a technical subject, memorability is a
fundamental factor in practical system security. Although
previous studies have measured the memorability of passwords in the context of different authentication systems
or strategies [21, 23, 33, 48, 60, 83], it is not known what
makes a password memorable.
Several known principles of long-term memory functioning are relevant in this context. Based on the depth
of processing theory [20], the way we attend to a password affects how well it is remembered. A password
generated quickly will be not as well remembered as a
password generated when one pays attention to it. The
encoding–retrieval match suggests that similarity between
cues (e.g. visual design of the login screen or presence
of company logo) during encoding (when creating a password) and retrieval affects the probability of retrieval [61].
These two theories, however, do not predict password
recall over time, because they do not include any timerelated predictor. Decay theory suggests that memory
traces decay over time when not activated, and several
models have been proposed to capture this effect [56].
This could mean that longer time ago one used a password, the less likely one can remember it. Interference
theory suggests that forgetting can be due to interference
between similar memory traces, such as when the pass-

words have same words or are used in similar-looking
applications [17]. Activation theory suggests that temporal effects and interference also depend on the level of
activation [67]: the higher the activation to begin with,
the more robust it is for memory recall.
Our paper investigates and empirically evaluates an
ecological theory of human long-term memory [10] in
the context of password recall. The ecological theory
of memory suggests that long-term memory evolved to
help survival by anticipating organismically important
events [18]. The most important predictor of recall is the
organismic importance of recalling it: in other words, the
predicted value of remembering it in the future. Since
most memory usage is not directly related to survival,
Anderson and Schooler proposed an adaptation for daily
stimuli such as emails and newspaper headings. Their
model is a statistical mapping between occurrence probability and the probability of recall [9]. In the context of
passwords, we propose that the more likely it is that one
will need it in the future, the more likely it is recalled.
Following Anderson and Schooler, this principle can be
used to derive mathematical models of password retrieval
probability. In this paper, we present and study these models, comparing their predictions on memorability against
empirical data in the context of online authentication. The
design of our field experiment tries to minimize the confounding effects of password security, log-in frequency,
account type, and password managers.
This paper makes two main contributions: (1) we
present models of password memorability based on the
ecological theory of memory; (2) we present model fit
and qualitative observations from a field experiment of
online authentication. The results largely support the ecological hypothesis and the suggestion that forgetting is a
major limiting factor leading to poor password practices
and compromising of systems security. Our model enables system designers and security engineers to predict
the probability of password forgetting given a level of
system usage and potentially impose appropriate memory
practice for users to mitigate forgetting. We discuss the
implications of these findings on the design of authentication systems, policies, and guidelines.

2

Related Work

Previous studies have identified a number of factors affecting password memorability.
Repetitions improve memory of passwords. By asking
participants to memorize secrets gradually and repeatedly, a study found that 88% of its participants were able
to recall a 56-bit secret code after three days [16]. Another study also utilized spaced repetitions to help participants memorize Person-Action-Object (PAO) stories
as a password management approach to generate strong

passwords [13]. 77% of their participants recalled all their
stories four months later, with at most 12 tests over the
period. The study also found that the majority of forgetting occurred within the first 12 hours. Another study
suggested that recalling after a short delay is an effective
way to help retention [80]. In addition to the number
of repetitions, the frequency of such repetitions also affects password memorability. A diary study reported that
people seldom forget their passwords if they are used
frequently [47].
Memorability also depends on the number of accounts
and passwords [80, 23, 34]. A study found that password
strength and use of symbols and digits in passwords can
predict the likelihood of password reuse [65]. Another
study reported that undergraduates had an average of 7.8
accounts per person [37]. They also found that majority
of participants had only three or fewer unique passwords.
A three-month study, collecting password-usage data with
a browser plug-in, showed that people managed seven
unique passwords in average, each of which were used
for about 5.67 different sites [36]. A two-week diary
study estimated that participants had an average of 11.4
accounts per person [42].
Password generation and mnemonic strategies have
been found to affect memorability. For example, appending additional characters and digits noticeably reduces
memorability [80]. A study showed that number chunking, a memorization technique, improved the memorability of system-assigned PINs [45]. Similarly, passwords
generated by associating selected cognitive items could
yield acceptable guessing rates while being less susceptible to forgetting than conventional passwords [19]. A
study testing password creation guidelines explained that
the password phrase strategy was secure against cracking
while being easy to remember [83]. Similarly, another
study suggested mnemonic phrase-based passwords are
still secure and appropriate for some uses today although
they could become more vulnerable in the future [53].
The human limits of memorability have also been
linked to security issues in password management strategies. One study suggested that a maximum of four or
five passwords per person reaches the limit of most users’
memory capabilities [1]. Another study showed that people categorize their passwords into a limited set of categories, with varied security, with some accounts (e.g. financial accounts) being more important [40]. They also
found that it is possible to crack passwords across categories if passwords from lower-value categories are
known, as the passwords are similar across categories.
Other research has focused on studying whether different password-strength meters and password policies can
affect user’s password selection [51, 33, 72]. Although
these studies also measured password memorability, the
purpose was to examine the usability of corresponding

password meters and policies. Our study focuses on investigating password memorability and understanding how
different factors affect password memorability quantitatively. We are the first to apply major memory theories
and build mathematical models of text passwords for online authentication.

3

Modeling Password Memorability

This section presents mathematical models for password
retrieval. The models are based on the ecological memory
hypothesis. To derive quantitative predictions for recall
odds and retrieval time, we used an established cognitive
model called ACT-R (Adaptive Control of Thought – Rational [4]). The ACT-R model includes two key parts: (1)
a model of memory activation and (2) a model of retrieval
as a function of memory activation. These can be mapped
to events in password use such as frequency.
The model assumes that the higher the activation, the
more accessible a memory representation of a password is.
Activation is related to the historical use of this memory
element and contextual associations related to the memory
recall [3, 6]. Based on this, the equation of activation for
a memory element i (or chunk i) is
n

Ai = Bi + ∑ W j Si j

(1)

j=1

where Ai is the activation level for element i, W j is the
source activation of element j, S ji is the strength of association from element j to i, and Bi is the base-level
activation. The second term with W j and Si j is related to
the contextual setting in the current memory recall, the
former affected by available cues and the latter by the
level of attention to a cue. The base-level activation Bi
is based on the history of use (e.g. previous retrievals).
These two terms are independent of each other and can
be added when estimating the memory activation. Bi can
be obtained through equation [8]:
n

Bi = ln ( ∑ t −d
j )

(2)

j=1

where t j is the time for the jth use of this memory element, and d is the memory decaying parameter. This
equation aligns with how human memory works with
spaced repetitions. It includes effects from both practice
(summation of n times memory usage) and memory decay
over time (power function with negative factor).
The memory recall time is exponentially related to the
memory activation [4, 7, 9]:
−Mi

Timei = Fe

(3)

where F is a time scale constant, and Mi = Ai − P. Ai
denotes the activation of element i, and P is the mismatch

penalty referring to the similarity of component i to conditions. In case of online account logins, users are presented
with the same login page each time, so the conditions and
context information are similar each time. P can be seen
as a constant. As the value of P only changes the scale
factor of Equation 3, we can simply set it to zero and
combine the effect of P to term F.
The recall odds (Ro , ratio of the probability of successful recalls and the probability of failed recalls) can be
calculated using the following equation [4]:
Ro = e(Mi −τ)/s

(4)

where τ is a memory threshold parameter, and s is a
parameter related to the variance of activation.
Login Duration: To predict login duration, we assume
that most variability in recall comes from retrievability
of the associated memory. In the study reported in this
paper, we assigned password logins for online accounts
with different login frequencies (e.g. once per day or
once per five days). We can consider the successful login
duration as the summation of memory recall time (Timei )
and action time (Timeact , including the time for users to
navigate the login page, to type, and to enter:
Timelogin = Timei + Timeact

(5)

We can calculate the expected value of successful login
duration:
E[Timelogin ] = E[Timei ] + E[Timeact ]

(6)

where Timeact is a random variable with a mean
E[Timeact ]. After substituting (Equations 1, 2, and 3 to
Equation 6), we can obtain
E[Timelogin ] =

E[Fe−C ]
∑nj=1 t −d
j

+ E[Timeact ]

(7)

where C is the contextual term (∑nj=1 W j Si j ), which can
be considered as a random variable with a constant mean.
Therefore, we can simply use a constant parameter K to
represent the value of E[Fe−C ]. The time variable t j is
equal to f · j where f is the login frequency (e.g. login in
every f days). n is the amount of practice with the same
password.
n

n

n

j=1

j=1

j=1

−d
= f −d ∑ j−d
∑ t −d
j = ∑ ( f · j)

(8)

By applying an integral approximation [5] for the summation term,
n

∑

j=1

j−d ≈

Z n
j=0

j−d d j =

n1−d
, (d < 1)
1−d

(9)

which has bounded error for a fixed value of d, we obtain an equation for the average successful login duration:

K f d (1 − d)
+ E[Timeact ]
E[Timelogin ] ≈
n1−d

(10)

Recall Odds: Using a similar approach, we can derive
the equation to predict recall odds, defined by the probability of successful logins divided by the probability of
failed logins. We can substitute Equations 1 and 2 into
Equation 4 and then apply the approximation in Equation 8 to obtain:
Ro ≈ e−τ/s+C/s (1 − d)−1/s f −d/s n(1−d)/s

(11)

where C is the contextual term (∑nj=1 W j Si j ) as above after
Equation 7, τ is the threshold parameter, s is a parameter
related to the variance of activation, and d is the memory
decay parameter.
The experimental value of recall odds can be a good
estimation of the expected value of the theoretical recall
odds (Ro Measured = E[Ro ]). Therefore, we can further
obtain that
Ro Measured ≈ A f −d/s n(1−d)/s

where A

4

(12)

= e−τ/s (1 − d)−1/s E[eC/s ].

Method

This study focuses on the effects of account login frequency, account types, and password strength on the password recall success rate and time. Participants generated
passwords for several accounts and were asked to recall
the passwords multiple times at different points of time
afterwards. Asking participants to generate passwords
for a study is a common approach for password studies [40, 51, 57, 72, 78, 80, 83] and this approach has
received empirical support when compared against real
passwords [35].
Each participant was required to participate in our
study for about one month. We stored all collected data
(e.g. passwords generated for our study, time, and account
information) in our secure server for later analysis. We recruited participants over approximately four months from
July 2017 to October 2017.
Our study was approved by the Institutional Review
Board of Rutgers University.
Many password studies have used crowdworking sites,
such as Amazon Mechanical Turk [77, 46, 78, 73, 72, 71,
51, 45, 33]. We decided that crowdsourced recruitment
is not ideal for our purposes, because participation was
needed for a sustained period of one month and participation required a face-to-face meeting for instructions
and the survey. During the study period, we kept in touch
with participants through emails for any questions and
concerns. We also sent out reminders to make sure that
most tasks were completed. Based on our experience

from a pilot study, meeting in person to give instructions,
explain tasks, and show task examples results in less
misunderstanding and lower drop-out rate compared to
crowdsourcing approach (e.g. watch tutorial videos and
read instructions).

4.1

Participants

109 participants were recruited by posting flyers around
the university campus, web sites (e.g. reddit and
craigslist), and university mailing lists. During the study,
four participants decided to quit (due to change in summer vacation schedule). Five participants took too long
to complete more than one third of the tasks, and were
excluded from analyses. Having too many expired tasks
would have affected the independent variables. Therefore,
the results in this paper are based on the remaining 100
participants. Based on our pilot study, we estimated that
the sample size is sufficient for modeling.
Our participants’ ages ranged from 18 to 62 with a
mean of 24. 52% of them were women and 48% were men.
Most of our participants were college students who were
pursuing a variety of majors (e.g. engineering, computer
science, business, psychology, and biology): 57% were
undergraduate students and 29% were graduate students.
The remaining 14% included employed engineers, IT
professionals, administrative support workers, and others.

4.2

Experiment Design

Our experiment asked participants to create passwords for
eight online accounts and log in to these accounts with
certain frequencies. Participants performed tasks using a
web application. This type of design allowed participants
to perform tasks anytime and anywhere, which fitted the
real usage of passwords better compared to lab studies.
4.2.1

Password Memorability Metrics

In our study, we used login success rate and login duration
as password memorability metrics. Login success rate,
defined as the ratio of successful logins over the number of
total logins satisfying a certain condition, is a commonlyused metric to measure the memorability [21, 22, 23, 24,
33, 60, 45, 16]. Login duration has been used in previous
studies to measure memorability as well [73, 22, 23, 45].
In our study, the login duration is the time period from
when the login page appears to when the participant logs
into the home page or sees the login failure message.
4.2.2

Study Variables

In our study, we focus on investigating major prediction
variables including account type, login frequency, and
password strength.

Account Type: Account type variable is a withinsubject variable because participant is required to generate passwords for different accounts. Similar web based
studies have shown that people purposefully generate
passwords with different levels of security and behave differently for different accounts [11, 63, 40]. The purpose
of this variable is to study whether such difference exists
in the memorability of passwords as well.
We used the account categories proposed in literature [40, 15]: identity accounts, financial accounts, content accounts, and sketchy accounts (we refer to them as
advertisement accounts in this paper). This categorization
provides a reasonable separation of different accounts,
and has been shown to match the subjective perception of
importance people have regarding their accounts [40].
We designed eight different accounts in our study: one
email account and one social networking account as identity accounts, one banking account and one shopping
account as financial accounts, one news reading account
and one music streaming account as content accounts, and
one daily deal posting account and one coupon posting account as advertisement accounts. We selected these eight
accounts for their common appearance on the Internet.
Our account categories also match the accounts people
typically use online [42].
Login Frequency: Login frequency variable is a
within-subject variable indicating how frequently a participant needed to log in to an account. It has been shown
that people access their passwords at various frequencies [42], and login frequency plays an important role in
password memorability [47].
There were eight different login frequencies: once a
day, once every two days, once every three days, ..., and
once every eight days. Previous studies utilized different
log-in frequencies from once per hour to once per two
weeks [31, 23, 21, 16, 84]. Our frequencies were also
within this range adjusted for the case of online accounts.
Eight different frequencies were randomly assigned to
eight different accounts with 8! possible assignments in
total. Each participant was randomly given one of these
assignments. A diary study on password usage found that
most users accessed their accounts 40 to 110 times in two
weeks and users had a mean of 8.6 accounts [42]. In our
study, the number of logins for each participant per two
weeks was about 50 which was within the normal range.
Password Strength: Password strength is a variable
related to password security. It is common for users to
self-generate passwords instead of being assigned them
for online accounts. Therefore, password security varies
based on our participants chosen passwords to ensure the
ecological validity of our study. We do post-hoc analysis
for the effect of password strength.
We included a password strength meter in the login
page to provide participants feedback on passwords. Pass-

word strength meters are well-studied and shown to have
an observable impact on password security as well as user
behavior [33, 51, 78, 71]. Also, they have been wildly
deployed in industry to help users generate passwords.
Therefore, participants are familiar with them and they
are effective at influencing password generation. We used
the zxcvbn password strength meter from Dropbox [29].
It is open-source and has been deployed in many practical applications such as WordPress [38], Dropbox [29],
Stripe [75], and Coinbase [25]. Prior work has shown that
compared with meters that primarily focus on character
sets and length requirement, zxcvbn meter measures the
password strength based on the structure of passwords,
and found to be consistent with most publicly-available
password datasets [27]. It was shown to be accurate and
suitable for mitigating online attacks [81].
Recently, researchers have also used neural networks
with password meters to provide real-time text feedback on why the password is weak and how to make
it strong [77]. Although this data-driven password meter
is effective, it generates a lot of password guidelines leading users to only generate passwords that are considered
to be secure (e.g. they contain more than 8 characters, include several symbols, do not use date and year, include a
number in the middle, and do not to use common phrases
or words) but could be hard to remember. Since we are
interested in both security and memorability, we did not
want to provide participants with too many guidelines to
restrict the natural variation of our password data.
In addition to the online password meter zxcvbn, we applied off-line methods to evaluate password guessability.
Off-line password crackers and estimators allow intensive
computations compared to online password meters. We
used Hashcat 3.00 [41] to perform the rule-based dictionary attacks on our collected password set. Hashcat is a
popular password cracker that has been applied to many
password studies [66, 79, 57, 30]. The password dictionary that was used is a shuffled combination of different
wordlists including Google 1-gram English dataset [39],
UNIX dictionary [54], RockYou leaked password dataset,
and phpbb leaked password dataset. The dictionary contained 38M unique words. We used the rules (i.e. functions that modify, cut or extend the dictionary words)
from KoreLogic [52] for our password cracking. KoreLogic contains 42M rules and it has been used to imitate
the real-world attacker behavior in the latest text password cracking study [79]. To obtain a good estimation of
password strength, we also applied an existing password
estimating model trained with neural networks [58].
We asked our participants not to reuse passwords for
different accounts because the number of different passwords a person needs to manage can largely affect memorability. In our study, password reuse needed to be controlled in order to examine other interesting factors ef-

fectively. We focused on the quantitative modeling of
password memorability instead of exploring the factors
related to memory load such as number of passwords
or accounts that others have studied [80, 23, 34]. To
examine password reuse and similarity, we used edit proportion, which is a normalized version of the DamerauLevenshtein string-edit distance [12]. For two passwords,
we calculated first the edit distance, and then normalized
it by dividing it to the length of the longer password. The
edit proportion ranges from 0 (exactly the same) to 1 (completely different). Passwords from different accounts need
to have edit proportion larger than 0.25. Previous studies
have used similar approach with Damerau-Levenshtein
distance to measure password similarity [26, 62].
4.2.3

Task Scheduling

It is unlikely anybody creates eight accounts in a day
during their normal daily lives. Therefore, we designed
our study so that participants created one new account a
day, regardless of the login frequency the account had.
For each account created, the corresponding login tasks
were scheduled based on the login frequency starting from
the creation day. The order of accounts was randomly
shuffled to avoid bias.
The time of the day for sending a registration or login
task was randomly chosen between 6:30 AM to 10:00
PM. A previous study showed people primarily use their
passwords within this time range [36]. Using this randomization ensured we had creation and login tasks distributed
throughout the day.
For login tasks, we prefilled the corresponding username for participants because we only focus on studying
the memorability of passwords in this paper. Forgetting
usernames is different from forgetting passwords as usernames and passwords can be managed very differently by
users. Prefilling the username can rule out the cases of
forgetting usernames which should be studied differently.
For each login task, participants had five attempts. If
they failed to login to an account with five attempts, they
received a link to reset the password. We decided to allow
five attempts after referring to real-world applications.
Given that some prominent services still limit attempts to
three nowadays (e.g. Facebook), we would like to set the
number of attempts for our study low as well. However, if
the number of attempts is too low, participants may keep
resetting passwords which would generate less data on
the memorability of a password over time. Our choice of
a maximum of five attempts was based on a pilot study
where these factors were considered.
Each task was generated with a unique id. Each link
participants used to access their tasks was based on its
unique id. By making each link unique and attaching a
status flag to it, we could control when participants could

Figure 1: An example user interface of the login page for an
online banking account.

access each task. Each link expired 24 hours after it was
sent to participants. The email recovery link also followed
similarly. Each recovery email participants received contained a unique recovery link for the password reset. The
recovery link was set to expire in one hour. In this way,
we ensured only participants themselves could proceed in
their recovery process. We also ensured that each account
had a set of unique email templates to distinguish from
each other.

4.3

Apparatus

We designed and built a web application for this study.
The application was written in Javascript, using Meteor
framework [59]. The application generated different
emails depending on the type of the task. In addition, for
each task, the application generated and sent a reminder
email automatically if the participant had not finished it
after three hours.
We disabled auto-fill password function of web
browsers and password managers. For example, we customized the password input field to read-only, as web
browsers would only autofill the field if the fields were
writeable. Our application also checked if the password
field was already filled with texts.
To prevent participants to simply put their username or
account header text (e.g. Online Banking) as the password,
our web application examined the similarity of username
and account header text to the generated password. The
editing proportion among them should be larger than 0.25
when measured with normalized Damerau-Levenshtein
distance. Many existing online accounts have similar
restrictions [82, 32, 49, 69, 64, 28]. We also asked par-

ticipants in the exit survey whether the participants had
written down their passwords or used password managers.
We used representative icons and headings in the web
page for each account (e.g. see the online banking login
page in Figure 1) to make sure participants were aware
of these accounts being different and of their real-world
usage and importance. In the login page, we also included
brief text to explain online service features for the corresponding account.

4.4

Table 1: Distribution of our collected passwords for different
zxcvbn scores [29]. There are 1443 different passwords in total.
Most passwords (31%) are in score 3 (strong) and very few
passwords (2%) are in score 0 (too weak).

Procedure

First, participants were introduced to the study and asked
for consent to participate in the experiment. After consenting, we explained how to use our web application
with an example demo and encouraged participants to ask
questions if any.
Next, we asked participants to complete an entry survey
(see Appendices for questions). The entry survey asked
participants to report their email, demographic information, and answers to questions about password management. For password management questions, we asked
participants how many passwords and accounts they were
using, how many passwords they could remember without checking notes, and how often they forgot passwords.
These password management questions were inspired by
a prior password managing study [74]. We also asked
our participants’ opinions towards using password saving
features in browsers or other password managers, and
whether they had any strategy to help them memorize
passwords in their daily lives.
The study lasted approximately one month. Participants needed to monitor their email account daily for new
tasks. Each email contained a link to access the web application and to complete a task which was either registration
or login.
After one month, we asked our participants to come
back and complete an exit survey (see Appendices section
at the end for questions) in our lab. In the exit survey, we
had questions confirming whether they wrote down any
passwords and whether they used any password managers
or other password saving options during our study. We
also asked participants the importance of different types
of online accounts.

4.5

zxcvbn
Score 0 Score 1 Score 2 Score 3 Score 4
Score
Password
Too
Very
Very
Medium Strong
Strength
Weak Weak
Strong
Password
2%
22%
24%
31%
21%
Distribution

Survey Response Coding Approach

For coding open-ended responses, we followed a coding
guideline for qualitative analysis [68]. First, open coding
was used to generate labels from participants’ responses.
Then, several themes emerged from responses on each
topic. We applied axial coding for further categorization to find the overall concepts and themes. Ambiguous
cases were discussed among our group. At the end, we

Frequency
(days per 1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
login)
Success
0.967 0.942 0.912 0.871 0.871 0.833 0.813 0.802
Rate
Table 2: Login success rates for different login frequencies. The
login success rate of a frequency is the ratio of the number of
successful logins in this frequency to the total number of logins
of this frequency.

proofread coding and re-coded several times to ensure the
reliability of our results. Some of the representative samples of participants’ quotes will be shown as we present
our findings.

5

Results

We start with an overview of our collected data. We then
analyze how each variable affects password memorability
and discuss model fitting. At the end, we present findings
from survey responses.
Overall, 10680 login tasks were sent. Of these, 10041
tasks were completed and 639 tasks expired. Participants
completed 800 account creation tasks and 9241 account
login tasks.
Our participants generated 1443 passwords, which had
minimum length of 3 and maximum length of 31. In
the account creation page, we used the zxcvbn password
strength meter [29] to estimate password security: score 0
(too weak) – passwords with this strength are considered
as risky and can be guessed with fewer than 103 guesses,
score 1 (very weak) – passwords are very guessable with
fewer than 106 guesses, score 2 (medium) – passwords are
somewhat guessable with fewer than 108 guesses, score 3
(strong) – passwords are safely unguessable with fewer
than 1010 guesses, and score 4 (very strong) – passwords
are very unguessable with more than 1010 guesses. Table 1
shows the distribution of our collected passwords across
different zxcvbn scores.

Recall Odds vs. Login Frequency

Recall Odds

30
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0
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8

Login Frequency (days per login)

Figure 2: Recall odds vs. password login frequency. Recall odds
drops fast initially and slows down as login frequency continues
to change.

5.1

Frequent Logins Help Memorability

In the dataset, participants’ overall login success rate
drops when the login frequency becomes less frequent
(Table 2 with login frequency changing from 1 day per
login to 8 days per login). Because recall odds has been
shown to have functional relationship with time and practice [8, 9], we can simply convert success rate, p, to recall
odds (Ro = p/(1 − p)).
Figure 2 shows more logins help people to memorize
their passwords since the recall odds decreases when the
login frequency changes from 1 day per login to 8 days
per login. Curve fitting with common functions (e.g. linear, polynomial, logarithmic, exponential, and power)
shows power function as the best match (R2 = 0.9901)
with the fitting function: Ro = 29.97 f −0.98 . Exponential
function shows the second best match (R2 = 0.9060) with
the fitting function: Ro = 27.45e−0.27 f . This finding is in
agreement with a study that showed that the power function had a better match for memory decay compared to the
exponential function proposed by very early psychology
studies [9].
Figure 3 shows that the mean and variance of login duration both increase as frequency changes from 1 day per
login to 8 days per login. It means people need more time
to input their passwords when the passwords are less frequently used. This pattern exists in both the overall login
data and the successful login data. When compared with
successful logins, overall logins have higher means and
variances of login durations. This makes sense as overall
login data include failed logins which usually have longer
login durations than successful logins. Login durations
for successful logins are plotted separately because they
are highly related to memory recall time (i.e. successful
login duration is the recall time plus action time). On
the other hand, a login duration for a failed login is the
time for a participant to try all five attempts and give up
because we limited number of attempts to five.
Figure 4 shows that the average login duration increases
as the login frequency changes from 1 day per login to 8

Figure 3: Violin plots of login duration vs. login frequency for
successful logins and all logins. Violin plots show the probability density of the data at different login duration. On the
violin plots, we marked the means (small circles) and medians
(horizontal line) of the login duration when grouped based on
login frequency.

days per login and the difference is statistically significant
(p < 10−15 for both successful logins and overall logins).
It means the password login frequencies affect the time
that people needed to input their passwords. This result
and Figure 2 suggests that people need more time to input
their passwords when the passwords are less frequently
used. We used Scheffé’s test for the pairwise comparison
between different frequency groups. We chose Scheffé’s
test instead of other common ones (e.g. Tukey’s test, Bonferroni method, Dunn and Sidák’s approach, and Fisher’s
test) because Scheffé’s test allows unbalanced sample
sizes for different groups and it provides a simultaneous confidence level for comparisons [70]. As tradeoff,
Scheffé’s test is very conservative compared to other tests.
Figure 4 also shows the confidence intervals for pairwise
comparison with Scheffé’s test.

5.2

More Logins Help Memorability

Figure 5 shows that logging in more helps people to memorize their new passwords. We call this login practice. We
plotted the reciprocal of the recall odds instead of recall
odds because recall odds could reach infinity when the
recall success rate reached to 1 after enough practice. The
recall odds can be calculated by the success rates, and the
success rate for Nth login with a password is the number
of successful logins divided by the total number of logins
when grouped by the practice variable. As the number of
logins or practice increases, the reciprocal of recall odds
decreases and quickly reaches near zero, meaning that
the recall odds increases and reaches near infinity quickly.
Curve fitting with common functions (e.g. linear, polynomial, logarithmic, exponential, and power) shows the
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Figure 5: Reciprocal of recall odds vs. practice. The Nth number of login with the same password is the practice variable
(horizontal axis). Note that Nth login with the same password
is not the same as the Nth login to an account, as a password
can be reset and the participant can restart the practice with the
new password for the same account. We only concern about the
practice on the same password in this case.

Figure 4: Average login duration vs. login frequency for overall
logins and successful logins. The confidence interval (CI) for
each mean is shown as a vertical bar. This figure also shows
pairwise comparison for different frequency groups. If the CIs
of two frequency groups do not overlap, the means of their login
durations are statistically significantly different. For example,
with successful logins, the mean login duration for 4 days per
login is statistically significantly different from the means of
1, 2, 7, and 8 days per login but not statistically significantly
different from the means of 3, 5, and 6 days per login.

power function as the best match (R2 = 0.9978) with the
fitting function: 1/Ro = 0.60n−2.22 where Ro is the recall
rate (note that this recall odds grouped by practice is different from the recall odds grouped by login frequency in
previous section) and n is the Nth login with a password.
Figure 6 shows that logging in more helps to decrease
the needed time for inputting the passwords. Again, all
login data indicates the overall login duration, while successful login data is highly related to the recall time. Both
successful and all logins show the decreasing of average
login duration when practice increases. They also both
show the increase of variance for login duration when
practice increases. Overall, the mean of login duration
across different practice groups are statistically significantly different (p < 10−15 for both overall logins and
successful logins).
We applied Scheffé’s test [70] for the pairwise comparison between different groups with different practice (see
Figure 6 for CIs and comparisons). For example, from the
upper figure with all login data, the mean of login duration
for 1st login is statistically significantly different from
all other groups. The mean for 2nd login is statistically
significantly different from 1st, 6th, 12th, and 13th login
groups. From the lower figure with only successful logins,
the mean for 1st login is statistically significantly different
from all other groups except the 2nd login group. The
mean for 2nd login is statistically significantly different
from 1st, 12th, and 13th login groups.

Figure 6: Average login duration vs. practice for all logins
(upper figure) and only successful logins (lower figure). The
confidence interval (CI) for each mean is shown as a vertical
bar in the data distribution. Two figures also show pairwise
comparison for different practice values. If the CIs of two groups
do not overlap, they are statistically significantly different.

5.3

Secure Passwords Are Less Memorable

Table 3 shows that the average login duration (for both
successful and all logins) increases when the password
strength increases from 1 to 4 and the differences are
statistically significant (see confidence intervals in the
table). The group with password strength equal to 0 has
very small sample size to draw meaningful conclusion
(recall Table 1 that only 2% of passwords have score 0
compared to other groups that all have above 20% of
passwords). We did not find any interesting relationship
between recall odds and password strength estimated by
zxcvbn (see Table 3 for recall odds).
After performing rule-based dictionary attacks to our
collected password set, we found that with four password cracking rules we applied (best64 with 3x109
guesses, generated2 with 2x1012 guesses, rockyou-3000

Password Strength
0
(zxcvbn)
Login Success Rate 0.865
Recall Odds
6.40
20.25
All
(16.49,
Login
Logins
24.00)
Duration
15.15
(Mean,
Successful
(12.18,
95% CI)
Logins
18.12)

1

2

3

4

0.934
14.24
15.65
(14.95,
16.35)
13.78
(13.26,
14.31)

0.911
10.17
17.92
(17.20,
18.63)
15.58
(15.04,
16.12)

0.921
11.73
19.12
(18.50,
19.75)
16.81
(16.33,
17.28)

0.896
8.57
20.84
(20.05,
21.64)
18.03
(17.43,
18.63)

Table 3: Results of login success rates, recall odds, and login
duration (means and confidence intervals) when the logins were
grouped based on password strength. Each password strength
was estimated by zxcvbn password meter: 0 (too weak), 1 (very
weak), 2 (medium), 3 (strong), and 4 (very strong).

with 1x1012 guesses, and incisive-leetspeak with 6x1011
guesses), the recall odds for cracked passwords are higher
than the recall odds for uncracked passwords (see the upper figure in Figure 7). In addition, Figure 7 shows that
the passwords that are easier to recall are also less secure
under rule-based dictionary attacks.
We applied a neural network model [58] to further estimate our passwords. We found that recall odds decrease
as the number of guesses increases (see the upper figure
in Figure 8) and the average successful login duration
increases as the number of guesses increases (see the
lower figure in Figure 8). This means that the more secure passwords are with neural network model are also
less memorable and need significantly more time for entry. We only analyzed data with password length equal to
or greater than 8 because the pre-trained neural network
model does not provide estimation for passwords with
length shorter than 8 [58]. The figure plots the logarithm
of the number of guesses with base 10. The grouping
was done after splitting the number of guesses into five
intervals (100 − 106 , 106 − 1012 , 1012 − 1018 , 1018 − 1024 ,
and 1024 − 1030 ). We split the range into five intervals because it is the largest number of intervals to guarantee that
each interval has at least ten different passwords (e.g. 0-6,
6-12, 12-18, and 18-24 in Figure 8). Although the average login duration for the last group (24-30) is smaller
than the previous group (e.g. 6-12), the difference is not
statistically significant (confidence interval is very large
for 24-30 and it overlaps with 6-12, 12-18, and 18-24).

5.4

Account Types Do Not Affect Memorability

We found that the average successful login duration for
financial accounts is statistically significantly longer than
the ones for content accounts and advertisement accounts
(see comparison in Table 4). Financial accounts and iden-

Figure 7: Recall odds (upper figure), and data distribution of successful login duration with their averages (lower figure) vs. password crackability using different rules: best64 cracked 22.6% of
passwords, generated2 cracked 37.0%, rockyou-3000 cracked
37.4%, and incisive-leetspeak cracked 15.7%. Recall odds were
calculated using login success rates. A login success rate was the
total number of successful logins from cracked (or uncracked)
passwords divided by the total number of logins from these
cracked (or uncracked) passwords. The lower figure shows
distributions of login durations along with their means (circles
and triangles) and 95% confidence intervals (vertical bars) for
cracked and uncracked password groups.
Financial Identity Content
Ad.
Accounts Accounts Accounts Accounts
Recall Odds
10.4
9.1
13.9
12.2
Login Duration
16.82
15.97
15.76
15.36
(Mean, 95% CI) (16.33, (15.50, (15.28, (14.90,
Successful Logins 17.31)
16.43)
16.24)
15.83)
Account Types

Table 4: Recall odds and successful login duration for different
types of accounts. For successful login duration, means and
95% confidence intervals are shown in the table.

tity accounts have lower recall odds than content accounts
and advertisement accounts. Overall, the differences of recall odds and average login durations for different account
types are small.

5.5

Model Fitting

Login frequency and practice have similar mathematical
functions that fit well with our data (see Figure 2, Figure 5
and their fitting results). In addition, we show that password security has a very interesting effect on the password
memorability (see Figure 7 and Figure 8). However, given
that there is no existing work proposing any functional
relationship between memorability and password security
and the current quantitative measurement of password
security is highly dependent on the password attacking al-

Figure 8: Recall odds (upper figure) and distributions of their
successful login duration with their average (lower figure)
vs. number of guesses. The number of guesses, based on the
neural network estimator [58], is in logarithmic scale with base
10. The lower figure shows both means and 95% confidence intervals for different groups of passwords with different numbers
of guesses. The difference of means from any pair of groups
among 0-6, 6-12, 12-18, and 18-24 is statistically significant
(i.e. their confidence intervals do not overlap). The mean from
the last group 24-30 is only statistically significantly higher than
the first group 0-6.

Figure 9: Average successful login duration for different values
of login frequency and practice. The fitting curves based on the
derived equation are shown as lines in the figure. We can see the
curves shifting upward as frequency changes from 1 to 8 days
per login.

gorithm (e.g. neural network estimator does not estimate
passwords with length shorter than 8, different rule-based
cracking gives different number of guesses for the same
password), our mathematical model only combines the
effect of password login frequency and practice.

some specific login frequencies do not fit into the fitting
curve with optimal parameters. The main reason is that
the parameters in Equation 9 are optimized based on the
error between the data points of all login frequencies and
their corresponding fitting curves. Most of the observation points lie on the early part of the x-axis. With our
memorability model, we obtained very small root mean
square error of 1.8 seconds for a successful login duration
(see Figure 6 for the data range of login duration).

5.5.1

5.5.2

Average Successful Login Duration

Figure 9 shows the fitting of our data to the derived equation (Equation 9):
E[Timelogin ] ≈

K f d (1 − d)
+ E[Timeact ]
n1−d

The fitted parameter values are d = 0.4213, K = 10.21,
and E[Timeact ] = 12.23. The memory decay parameter
d is dependent on the specific application. Previous research has suggested that the value of d is near 0.5 for
many applications [4], which matches our result. The
fitted value of E[Timeact ] also appears to be reasonable
because we can see average login duration stabilize near
12 seconds at the end (see Figure 6). Figure 9 shows that
our data generally follows the fitted function curves of
different login frequencies and the fitting curves shift upwards as the login frequencies changes from 1 to 8 days
per login. It makes sense since the people should spend
more time on recalling their passwords if the passwords
are less frequently used. We found that the data points for

Recall Odds

Our model for recall odds yields Equation 11:
Ro Measured ≈ A f −d/s n(1−d)/s

Note that we have already obtained the value of d through
fitting the login duration function (d = 0.4213). It is the
same d in this equation as is derived from the same activation function. Therefore, A and s parameters need to
be fitted from our data. Obtaining value d from previous
fitting makes the fitting of this complicated function feasible. It is challenging to fit both s and d unknown since
s and d have ratio relationship within the power term. In
addition, A is related to d (A = e−τ/s (1 − d)−1/s E[eC/s ]),
making fitting even more challenging if d is unknown.
Equation 11 can produce an infinite value when a recall
is perfect at certain combination of login frequency and
practice values. As computation and fitting do not work
well with infinite values, we need to take the reciprocal of
the measured recall odds for function fitting and plotting.
Therefore, we transform to following equation:

Figure 10: Reciprocal of measured recall odds for different
values of login frequency and practice. The best fitted curves
based on the derived equation are shown as lines in the figure.
We can see the curves shifting upward as frequency changes
from 1 to 8 days per login.

1
1
≈ f d/s n(d−1)/s
Ro Measured
A

(13)

Figure 10 shows the fitting of the reciprocal of recall
odds to our study data. The best fitted parameter values
based on our data are 1/A = 0.0980 and s = 0.4113. d is
0.4213 as the memory decay parameter. Our data follows
nicely with the fitted curves in Figure 10 and the curves
shifting upward with the frequencies changes from 1 to 8
days per login for the same reason of Figure 9. Observe
that the data of 1 day and 2 days per login do not fit well
in the latter logins. This is mainly because we used Log
scale to be able to visualize the fitting. We obtained a
relatively small root mean square error of 0.0868 for the
reciprocal of recall odds (the data range is about 0 to 1).

5.6

Survey Responses

In this section, we present the major findings from entry
and exit surveys.
5.6.1

Online Account Usage

We found that the total number of online accounts from
our participants ranged from 2 to 50 with mean of 13
accounts. For the most frequently used account, 73%
of our participants logged in several times per day, 18%
logged in once per day, and 9% logged in once per week
or less. For the least frequently used account, 16% of
participants logged in only once per years or less, 31%

logged in several times per year, 28% logged in once per
month, and 25% logged in once per week or more.
We analyzed participants’ survey responses against
their task performance during our study and found that
participants having more accounts in their daily life performed better in our study tasks (successful recall rate
0.93 vs. 0.89 with p < 0.0001). The comparison was done
by grouping our participants based on the total number of
online accounts they had in their daily life (i.e. one group
had fewer than 13 accounts, and one group had at least 13
accounts, given that the average was 13).
We asked survey questions about the importance of
different online accounts in their daily life and found the
order of importance to be banking accounts, email accounts, social networking accounts, shopping accounts,
music streaming accounts, daily deals accounts, news
accounts, and coupon accounts. In these questions, we
asked participants to rate the importance of accounts with
five levels: very important, important, neutral, not important and not important at all. The ranking was based on
participants rating. For example, for banking accounts,
77% of our participants considered them very important
and 20% considered them important. For email accounts,
51% considered them very important. For social networking accounts, 18% considered them very important. Other
accounts were ranked in the similar way and they had less
than 10% considering them as very important. We asked
these questions in the exit survey to avoid introducing
bias to our study data.
5.6.2

Password Usage and Management

From survey responses, the total number of different passwords ranged from 1 to 20 with an average of 5.8 different
passwords. 91% of our participants reused at least one
of their passwords for different accounts. We asked a
question about the total number of different passwords
that they memorized without the need to check notes
or use password managers. We participants’ responses
ranged from 1 to 12 with an average of 4.6 (or 5) different
memorized passwords.
Due to forgetting, 30% of participants had to reset
passwords a few times in past years, 59% of them reset
passwords about once or several times per year, 9% of
them reset once per month, and 2% of them reset more
than once per month.
Table 5 shows our participants’ responses on password
management. More than half of our participants wrote
down some of their passwords in their daily life. While
only 10% of our participants used dedicated password
managing software, 73% of our participants used password saving feature in the browser.
Based on responses, the major reason for writing down
passwords and using password saving features was to

Password management
Yes
Write down any password in 57%
daily life?
Use any dedicated password 10%
manager in daily life?
Use browser password sav- 73%
ing feature in daily life?

No
43%
90%
27%

Table 5: Table shows distribution of participants’ response on
password management survey questions.

prevent forgetting. When asked whether there was any
concerns or disadvantages of using the password saving feature or the password manager, participants mostly
mentioned: (1) risks of getting hacked (e.g. “I think it is
subject to hacking”, “security and privacy issues”, “if the
database of the password manager is leaked, then hackers have the access to all of the passwords I use.”), (2)
concern about device or software sharing (e.g. “people
who have access to my browser will also be able to login
into the websites.”, “someone using my device can log
into my accounts”), (3) lost of practice (e.g. “using it does
not force me to commit the password to memory”), and
(4) concern about accidental password loss and software
failure (e.g. “if the password history gets cleared it might
be hard to recall the password”, “you will lose all of them
if it fails or they get erased for some reason”).
After the study, we asked participants to share whether
they had used any browser password saving feature or
written down any password during our study and mentioned that their response would not affect their compensation. As our study focuses on memorization, using these
questions, we could have removed participants if they
largely relied on writing down passwords for our tasks.
None of the participants shared that they were writing
down passwords or using password saving features.
5.6.3

Password Memorization Strategies

We asked our participants how they memorized their passwords and their strategies. Based on their responses,
the major strategies included: (1) creating passwords
with certain pattern or meaning such as inclusion of
phases, names, familiar items, school names, and dates
(e.g. “[use] family, school, personal information”, “passwords have a certain pattern or a year that corresponds to
the current year”, “words or numbers that have meaning”),
(2) memorizing based on keyboard layout (e.g. “memorizing keyboard layout (the way I press the key in a certain
order)”), (3) recalling the password frequently (e.g.“use
it again and again and I’ll remember them naturally”),
(4) associating it with the corresponding website (e.g. “I
associate each website/platform name with a certain password stored in my memory”), and (5) generating simple

passwords (e.g. “make it simple, think of last names of
myself and family members”, “keep them simple”).
After the study, 89% of our participants found that
more frequently used passwords were easier to memorize
based on the exit survey responses.
We also investigated how memorization strategies can
help on task performance. As memory recall is related
to contextual associations of the memory element [3, 6],
we grouped our data based on whether a participant encoded the contextual information (e.g. account information) while generating the password. We found that there
were 297 passwords (out of 1443 passwords – 21%) that
contained the account information (i.e. include some parts
of the account name or have slight variations, for example, “shoptillyoudrop!” for an online shopping account).
The remaining 1146 passwords did not include any information about the account. We found that passwords
that were generated with encoding of account information
were easier to recall than those without considering the
account information (successful login rate 0.94 vs. 0.91
with p < 0.0001). This result supports the ecological
memory theory that having strong connection between
the memory element and the contextual setting helps on
memory recalling [3, 6].

6

Discussion

This paper is the first to apply the ecological theory of
long-term memory to model the forgetting of passwords.
The model is rooted in decades of memory research which
were previously applied to memory of emails and newspaper articles in psychology [18, 9, 8, 4]. It predicts recall
odds and login duration from login frequency and number
of logins in the past. In our work, online authentication
with text passwords, the model predicted successful login
duration with RMSE of 1.8 seconds and recall odds with
RMSE of 0.0868 (for the reciprocal of recall odds). We
consider this a very promising first result and supportive
of the tenet of studying password use from the perspective
of ecological view of memory.
At a theoretical level, the finding points to a new understanding of passwords. What makes passwords hard to
remember is not their complexity per se, but the fact that
the human memory is opportunistic in what it attempts to
remember or to forget. Instead of looking at the password
itself, we need to look at the environment in which it is
used. The more important a password is to the user, and
the more it is likely to be used in the future, the higher
the chances of recalling it.
The finding and the model have direct practical use.
The model can be used to obtain a reasonable estimation
on the probability of password forgetting given its use.
To mitigate password forgetting, system designers and
security engineers can provide guidelines emphasizing

the importance of memory practice for a new password.
In some cases, high-value account services could use our
model to control when to ask for user logins. Increased
frequency of password usage improves probability of remembering the password and reduces the need for users
to generate weak passwords for important accounts.
While login frequency may be straightforward to
identify empirically, how about organismic importance?
Our participants’ survey responses tentatively suggest
that financial (e.g. banking and shopping) and identity
(e.g. email and social networking) accounts are more important than content and advertisement accounts. Interestingly, recall odds for financial and identity accounts were
slightly lower than content and advertisement accounts.
Participants also appeared to take more time to recall
passwords for financial and identity accounts than content
and advertisement accounts even if the only difference
in our study was the decoration of the login screen. This
indicates that password memorability is better for less
important accounts than for more important accounts.
However, the difference of recall odds and mean login
durations for different account types was small (see Section 5.4). This means that the effect of account types on
memorability is much smaller than the other controlled
variables such as login frequency, practice, and password
security. There are indeed two possible ways that the
account importance can affect memorability: (1) users
create very secure passwords for important accounts and
these passwords are harder to remember than the ones
created for less important accounts; (2) users spend more
effort generating passwords for important accounts, resulting passwords for important accounts better memorized
(depth of processing theory [20]).
We also learned that most participants were capable of
memorizing their passwords in their daily lives but still
chose to write down passwords or use password saving
features to prevent forgetting. Note that the participants
shared that they did not write down passwords during
our study (see Section 5.6.2) Based on our results, the
average number of total passwords (5.8) is only slightly
larger than the average number of memorized passwords
(4.6). This indicates that most participants were able to
memorize most of their passwords. Outside of our study,
the participants reported that 57% of them still chose
to write down their passwords and 73% of participants
chose to use browsers to save passwords during their daily
password management. When asked about it, the major
reason was to prevent forgetting. Therefore, the major
cause of writing down passwords could be participants’
false belief that they were not able to remember passwords
or their overestimation of the password resetting effort.
In addition to login frequency and practice, we found
that password security has an independent effect on password memorability. For example, passwords with higher

zxcvbn score have somewhat longer average successful
login duration. Although we did not find recall odds to
follow an interesting pattern with zxcvbn scores, results
from more dedicated password cracking and neural network password estimators both showed that recall odds
drop when passwords are more secure (see Section 5.3).
Although past studies have mentioned that very secure passwords can be hard to remember [50, 83, 74],
the results reported here show it with a dedicated experimental study using state-of-the-art password crackers and
estimators. However, this does not mean that all secure
passwords are hard to remember. There are existing studies providing good strategies on creating both memorable
and secure passwords [80, 83].
Limitations: Similar to other password studies, a few
limitations must be considered in interpreting our findings. Our participants were mostly young adults with a
mean age of 24. Second, we cannot directly collect participant’s actual passwords for their actual online accounts.
Therefore, similar to other password studies about online
accounts, our study is based on researcher-designed online accounts which may not align with the real-world
importance of these accounts to participants. However,
with our careful study design and special consideration
for ecological validity in each step, we have ensured our
design to match as closely as possible to the daily online
account usage.

7

Conclusions

In this paper, we explored and analyzed how account type,
login frequency, amount of practice, and password security can affect password memorability. We combined
login frequency and amount of practice to construct a
model that can predict successful login duration and recall odds in an understandable mathematical form derived
from major memory theories. Our data largely shows that
human memory of passwords follows the ecological theory of memory. Importantly, our finding points to a new
understanding of password forgetting: instead of looking at the password itself (e.g. password complexity), we
need to consider the environment in which it is used and
how memory functions over time. Compared to solely
statistical group comparisons, our modeling approach provides quantitative predictions that can be directly applied
by designers and can transform the knowledge in the field
to an actionable form.
In addition, the study shows that when participants
were allowed to self-generate passwords (which is how
current online authentication systems work), password
security can affect password memorability: stronger passwords were harder to remember. This shows that our
participants have not mastered password generating strategies to generate both secure and memorable passwords.

In addition, based on our results from survey data, we
found that most participants were capable of memorizing
their passwords during their daily lives but still chose to
write down or save passwords to prevent forgetting.
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A.1

2. What is your gender?
[Options: • Male, • Female]
3. What is your age?
4. Which of the following best describes your primary
occupation?
[Options: • Administrative support, • Art, writing,
or journalism, • Business, management, or financial,
• Legal e.g. lawyer, • Medical, • Engineering or
IT professional, • Service, • Skilled labor, • Unemployed, • Retired, • College (undergraduate) student,
• College (graduate) student, • Other, • Prefer not
to share]
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Demographic Information

1. What is your email address?
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Pre-study (or Entry) Survey Questions

A.2

Online Accounts and Password Management

1. How many personal online accounts do you have in
total? (You may count and add up the number of
accounts in each category to get the total.)

2. In your daily life, do you reuse your passwords
across different accounts? (Password reuse means
using the same password for different accounts.)

B
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[Options: • Yes, • No]
3. In your daily life, for accounts you have, how many
DIFFERENT passwords do you use? (You may write
down the password for each account by yourself to
help counting. Do not write your passwords in this
answer. Please only indicate the number of different
passwords.)
4. How often do you reset your passwords because of
forgetting?
[Options: • Several times per day, • About once
per day, • About once per week, • About once per
month, • Several times per year, • About once per
year, • About a few times in past years, • Never]
5. In your daily life, how frequent do you log into your
MOST-frequently-used account?
[Options: • Several times per day, • About once
per day, • About once per week, • About once per
month, • Several times per year, • About once per
year, • About a few times in past years, • Never]
6. In your daily life, how frequent do you log into your
LEAST-frequently-used account?
[Options: • Several times per day, • About once
per day, • About once per week, • About once per
month, • Several times per year, • About once per
year, • About a few times in past years, • Never]
7. Do you use password saving feature in the browser
to help you remember passwords?
[Options: • Yes, • No]
8. Do you use any dedicated password manager software to help you remember passwords?
[Options: • Yes, • No]
9. If you use any password manager or password saving
feature, what are the advantages of using it?
10. If you use any password manager or password saving
feature, what are the disadvantages of using it?
11. Do you write down (or type down) your passwords
in a certain place?
[Options: • Yes, • No]
12. How many passwords do you memorize? (without
the need to check notes or using password manager)
13. If you memorize passwords, what is your strategy to
help memorizing?

Post-study (or Exit) Survey Questions
Importance of Online Accounts in
Daily Life

Following are 5-point Likert scale questions with options:
• 1: Not important at all, • 2: Not important, • 3: Neutral,
• 4: Important, • 5: Very important
1. How do you rate the importance of online banking
accounts?
2. How do you rate the importance of email accounts?
3. How do you rate the importance of shopping accounts?
4. How do you rate the importance of social networking
accounts?
5. How do you rate the importance of news accounts?
6. How do you rate the importance of music accounts?
7. How do you rate the importance of coupon recommendation accounts?
8. How do you rate the importance of deal recommendation accounts?

B.2

Our Study and Passwords

1. During our study, did you write down any of the passwords so you could remember them better? (There
are no consequences for you if you did this)
[Options: • Yes, • No]
2. During our study, did you use a password manager
to save the passwords for you? (There are no consequences for you if you did this)
[Options: • Yes, • No]
3. During our study, did you allow web browsers to
save the passwords for you? (There are no consequences for you if you did this)
[Options: • Yes, • No]
4. In the study, did you find more frequently used passwords were easier to memorize?
[Options: • Yes, • No]

